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INTRODUCTION
There is no escaping the fact that the genesis of this investigation is unusual

—

the first

self-initiated investigation by the Department of Commerce, for a countervailing duty case since
1991 and for an antidumping case since 1985.’ On behalf of the National Marine Manufacturers
Association, the Recreational Vehicle Industry Association and C.E. Smith Company we
appeared at the Commission’s Staff Conference to remind the Commission that context matters
and we present this post-conference brief in opposition to the imposition of antidumping and
countervailing duties.2 Counsel for the companies in support of this investigation erroneously
claimed that we stated that self-initiated cases were only for “mom and pop” companies or that
we otherwise challenged the standards for self-initiation.3

The context we provided in the Staff

Conference was that the Secretary of Commerce himself testified at his confirmation hearing that
he believed self-initiation to be a useful tool, referring specifically to “industries that have a lot
of small companies” and sympathizing that it would be very hard for those companies to get the
data together and to get the funding together to bring a case.
Given the disparity between what the Secretary claimed to be the target beneficiaries of
self-initiation and the actual companies claimed to be assisted in this case, we simply asked the
Commission to probe into why that is.4 Indeed, the Commission staff did survey the panel of

See Common Alloy Aluminum Sheet From the People’s Republic of China: Initiation of Less-Than-Fair-Value
and Countervailing DULY Investications, 82 Fed. Reg. 57214 (Dep’t Commerce Dec. 4,2017) and accompanying
initiation memo (Initiation Memo”); Self-Initiation of Countervailing Duty Investigation: Certain Softwood
Lumber Products from Canada, 56 Fed. Reg. 56055 (Dep’t Commerce Oct. 31, 1991); Dynamic Random Access
Memory Semiconductors of 256 Kilohits and Above From Japan: Initiation of Antidumping Duty Investigation, 50
Fed. Reg. 51450 (Dept Commerce Dec. 17, 1985).
2 The National
Marine Manufacturers Association and the Recreational Vehicle Industry Association sign on to the
nonconfldential version of this post-conference brief.
Common Alloy Aluminum Sheet from China, Conf. Tr. at 157 (Dec. 21, 2017) (“Conf. Tr.”) (Mr. Rosenthal).
Id. at 15 (Ms. Mowry). In response to press reports regarding Ms. Mowry’s opening remarks, a Commerce
Department spokesman responded that “Trying to bully Secretary Ross with an incendiary complaint is an act of
desperation.” World Trade Online (Exhibit I). We apologize if the United States Secretary of Commerce felt
bullied by our remarks before the Commission Staff. However, we intend to continue zealously representing our

1
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witnesses in support of duties whether they contend that the domestic industry is being injured,
to which they each replied affirmatively.5 None explained why they could not file a case in the
normal course or the extraordinary resort to self-initiation was necessary. The context that is
missing however, relates to those producers in the domestic industry that did not appear at the
Staff Conference. Not present at the Staff Conference were other domestic producers such as

1’ companies which have officially F
investigation

I this

.

Finally, it is critical to note that the involvement and contribution of downstream
consumers of the domestic like product is not “legally irrelevant” for the purposes of the
Commission’s injury analysis.7 That claim is simply false. That the short-cut proceeding of a
preliminary investigation does not include questionnaires to Purchasers does not mean that input
of Purchasers at this stage is irrelevant. Indeed, there is no better suited company than an end
user to address issues of demand, constraints on supply, availability of domestically-produced
product and product characteristics, all factors the Commission must take into account when
examining the domestic industry.
II.

LEGAL STANDARD
In the preliminary phase of an investigation, the Commission must determine whether,
based upon the record evidence available at the time, there is a “reasonable indication” that a
domestic industry is materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of the

clients who are, in this case, United States manufacturers representing billions of dollars of economic activity far in
excess of that contributed by the domestic CAAS producers.
Conf. Tr. at 106-107 (Multiple).
6
U.S. Producers’ QR of [
I at 1-3.
Conf. Tr. at 160 (Mr. Rosenthal).

2

allegedly unfairly traded imports.8 In applying this legal standard, the Commission weighs the
evidence before it and determines whether “(1) the record as a whole contains clear and
convincing evidence that there is no material injury or threat of such injury; and (2) no likelihood
exists that contrary evidence will arise in a final investigation.”9 The purpose of preliminary
determinations is to avoid the cost and disruption to trade caused by unnecessary investigations
and that the “reasonable indication” standard requires more than a finding that there is a
“possibility” of material injury.O
The Commission’s regulations state that “{s}ubsequent to institution of an investigation
pursuant to section 207.12, the Director shall conduct such investigation as the Director deems
appropriate. Information adduced in the investigation shall be placed on the record.”’ Section
207.12 makes clear that the Commission’s obligation is the same whether a petition has been
filed in accordance with section 207.10 or the “administering authority has commenced an
investigation under section 702(a) or section 732(a) of the Act”.’2 In response to Mr. Corkran’s
query we simply state that the Commission is bound to apply the same rigorous analysis to the
data presented it by the Department as it would a submission made by a private party.’3 Neither
the statute, nor the Commission’s regulations establish separate legal standards for an
investigation commenced by the Department.

If, as is the situation here, the case is meritless

then the Commission must terminate it despite the fact that it was self-initiated.

19 U.S.C. § 167lb(a), 1673h(a); see also g, Certain Colored Synthetic Organic Oleoresinous Pigment
Dispersions from India, mv. Nos. 70l-TA-436 and 73l-TA-1042 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 3615 at 3 (July 2003)
(“Certain Colored Pigment from India”); Am. Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994, 998 (Fed. Cir. 1986).
Certain Colored Pigment from India, USITC Pub. 3615 at 3 (citing American Lamb Co., 785 F.2d at 1001).
‘°
Am. Lamb Co., 785 F.2d at 1000.
19C.F.R.207.l3
2
19 C.RR. § 207.12
‘ Conf. Tr. at 153 (D. Corkran)

3

As detailed below, the record as a whole fails to demonstrate this statutory standard for
an affirmative preliminary determination.

As such, the Commission must make a negative

preliminary injury and threat determination.
III.

CAN STOCK PRODUCERS SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE DOMESTIC
INDUSTRY
The domestic industry argues that the Commission define the domestic like product as
Common and Alloy Aluminum Sheet (“CAAS”) coextensive with the scope.’4 The Department
should reject this argument and instead find that can stock, which is excluded from the scope, be
included in the domestic industry definition.
The scope presented by the Department reads as follows:
The merchandise covered by these investigations is aluminum common alloy
sheet (common alloy sheet), which is a flat-rolled aluminum product having a
thickness of 6.3 mm or less, but greater than 0.2 mm, in coils or cut-to-length,
regardless of width. Common alloy sheet within the scope of these investigations
includes both not clad aluminum sheet, as well as multi-alloy, clad aluminum
sheet. With respect to not clad aluminum sheet, common alloy sheet is
manufactured from a 1XXX-, 3XXX-, or 5XXX-series alloy as designated by the
Aluminum Association. With respect to multi-alloy, clad aluminum sheet,
common alloy sheet is produced from a 3XXX-series core, to which cladding
layers are applied to either one or both sides of the core.
Common alloy sheet may be made to ASTM specification B209-l4, but can also
be made to other specifications. Regardless of specification, however, all common
alloy sheet meeting the scope description is included in the scope. Subject
merchandise includes common alloy sheet that has been further processed in a
third country, including but not limited to annealing, tempering, painting,
varnishing, trimming, cutting, punching, andlor slitting, or any other processing
that would not otherwise remove the merchandise from the scope of the
investigations if performed in the country of manufacture of the common alloy
sheet.
Excluded from the scope of these investigations is aluminum can stock, which is
suitable for use in the manufacture of aluminum beverage cans, lids of such cans,
or tabs used to open such cans. Aluminum can stock is produced to gauges that
range from 0.200 mm to 0.292 mm, and has an H-l9, H-4l, H-48, or H-391
temper. In addition, aluminum can stock has a lubricant applied to the flat
Id. at 53 (J. Hcftmann).

4

surfaces of the can stock to facilitate its movement through machines used in the
manufacture of beverage cans. Aluminum can stock is properly classified under
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTSUS) subheadings
7606.12.3045 and 7606.12.3055.
Where the nominal and actual measurements vary, a product is within the scope if
application of either the nominal or actual measurement would place it within the
scope based on the definitions set for the above.
Common alloy sheet is currently classifiable under HTSUS subheadings
7606.11.3060, 7606.11.6000, 7606.12.3090, 7606.12.6000, 7606.91.3090,
7606.91.6080, 7606.92.3090, and 7606.92.6080. Further, merchandise that falls
within the scope of these investigations may also be entered into the United States
under HTSUS subheadings 7606.11.3030, 7606.12.3030, 7606.91.3060,
7606.9 1.6040, 7606.92.3060, 7606.92.6040, 7607.11.9090. Although the HTSUS
subheadings are provided for convenience and customs purposes, the written
description of the scope of these investigations is dispositive.’5
The Tariff Act defines the term “domestic like product” to mean “a product which is like,
or

.

.

.

most similar in characteristics and uses” to the relevant imported products.’°

The

Commission generally considers the following factors in its like product analysis: (1) physical
characteristics and uses; (2) interchangeability; (3) channels of distribution; (4) common
manufacturing facilities, production processes and production employees; (5) customer and
producer perception of the products; and (6) price.’7 The like product determination is a factual
analysis applied on a case-by-case basis.’8

Applying these factors, the Commission should

decline to find that can stock is a separate domestic like product.
At the outset, we note that the aluminum can stock issue in this investigation resembles a
key scope issue another aluminum investigation: whether ultra-thin aluminum foil should be
treated as a separate like product. In that case, the domestic industry, represented by the same
law firm, vigorously argues that the ultra-thin gauge, smooth-surface foil product should be
‘ Common Ahoy Aluminum Sheet from the People’s Republic of China: Initiation of Less-Than-Fair-Value and
CounIervaiIini Duty Investieatinns, 82 Fed, keg. 57,214, 57.218-9 (Dcc. 4,2017).
6
19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A), (10).
‘
Aluminum Foil from China, mv. Nos. 701-TA-570, 73 l-TA-1346, USITC Pub. 4684 at 5, n. II (May 2017)
(Preliminary).
8See. e.z.. Nippon Steel Corp. v. United States, 19 CIT 450, 455 (1995); Torrineton Co. v. United States. 14 CIT
648, 650-5 I, 747 F. Supp. 744, 748-49 (1990).

5
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Interestingly, in the current investigation, the

included as the same domestic like product.

domestic industry takes the opposite position, suggesting that a similarly relatively thinner gauge
product that is otherwise covered by the scope be treated as a separate like product.
It is clear from the response data that domestic production of can stock

I as noted in the chart below.

I in-scope CAAS [

Chart I Aggregated Domestic Producer Data19
2O&6

2015

2014

[

I

[

I

One domestic producer reported overall production ranging between
during the P01.2° Of that production
entire P01, and

[

j•21

I over the

[

The producer reported

[

I of other

out of scope products such as aluminum foil, aluminum plate or other products. A similar
dynamic plays out in many of the other U.S. Producers’ questionnaire responses. We urge the
Commission to avoid the inconsistency inherent in the domestic industry’s like product argument
and include can stock within the domestic industry.

The like product analysis compels this

outcome.
The above chart likely explains

] if can
stock was included in the Commerce scope. Slicing and dicing the scope and then convincing

‘
°

Compiled from U.S. Producer QRs.
U.S. Producer QR of
Id.

I at H-3a.

6
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the Secretary of Commerce to start a case that

[

should not change the rigor of the Commission’s inquiry into the proper domestic industry.
Indeed, domestic producer

22

j23

[

j24

[

[

j.25 When referring to operations performed
on in-scope merchandise in a third-country, the scope states that “annealing, tempering, painting,
varnishing, trimming, cutting, punching, and/or slitting, or any other processing that would not
otherwise remove the merchandise from the scope of the investigations if performed in the
country of manufacture of the CAAS.”2°

I therefore confirms that can stock

[

and CAAS can be produced on the same production equipment and that the only differentiating
operations

I.

J production of can stock as well as

[

must be
considered by the Commission when assessing the health of the domestic industry.

22
23
24
25
26

U.S. Producers’ QR of [
I at 111-16 and 11-17.
Id. at 1I-3e.
kL at 11-13.
See Id. at II-3a.
Commerce Initiation Notice at 57,219; see also U.S. Producers’ Q’naire at 2.
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A. Physical Characteristics and Uses
Can stock is made of aluminum (between 0.2 mm and 0.292 mm) which, like other
CAAS products, falls within the continuum of gauges (6.3mm or less, but greater than 0.2 mm)
covered by the scope of the current investigation.27 At the preliminary staff conference, expert
witnesses from the domestic industry testified that can stock is a thinner gauge product with a
uniform surface quality.28 But can stock meets the minimum gauge threshold (above 0.2mm) of
in-scope CAAS.

The domestic producers do not claim that other in-scope CAAS does not have

a uniform surface quality.
Furthermore, the domestic industry claims that can stock tends to be thinner but fails to
provide any supporting details. For example, no record information establishes a clear dividing
line in the thickness of can stock versus other aluminum sheet products. The lack of a clear cut
off line undermines the argument that can stock possesses distinct physical characteristics.
When considering whether can stock qualifies as a separate like product, the Commission should
consider its overlap with, not deviation from the gauge range (6.3 mm or less, but greater than
0.2 mm) covered by the scope of the investigation. The mere fact that a scope exclusion for can
stock was required is suggestive of a high level of similarity between the products, such that a
customs officer would have trouble distinguishing the two at a port of entry.
B. Manufacturing Facilities
With respect to manufacturing facilities, production processes, and employees, the
domestic industry has reported the ability to shift production among aluminum products of
varying thicknesses, the primary alleged distinction for can stock, in some cases crossing the
boundaries between

“
2

1:

[

Id.
Coni. Tr. at 22-23 (Stemple).

8
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•

[

•

[

•

[

•

[

129
j30

32

1 domestic producer questionnaire responses included an [

I response to

question 1I-3e.33

j•34
The flexibility of aluminum rolling assets is consistent with the domestic industry’s
testimony during the aluminum foil investigation. For instance, Mr. Roush testified that JW
Aluminum produces thinner and thicker gauge products in the same facilities, with the same
production equipment, and with the same employees, the only difference being “the number of
passes you lake on the rolling operations, the cold mills.”35 Further, Mr. McCarter testified that
such conversion can be done quickly and inexpensively.36
The record of the current investigation, corroborated by the ongoing foil investigation,
establishes the domestic industry’s ability to produce a wide range of gauges. Notably, at the
preliminary staff conference, the expert witnesses of the domestic industry did not deny their
ability to shift between products, although they might have chosen to produce can stock at

29
°
32

u.s.
u.s.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.

Producers’
Producers’
Producers’
Producers’
Producers’

QR of [
QR of [
QR of [
QR of [
QRs of

j at 1l-3e.

} at ll-3e.

I at l1-3e.
I at l1-3e.

I at Question Il-3e.
U.S. Producers’ QR of [
] at lI-3e.
Aluminum Foil from China. mv. 701-TA-570 and 731-TA-1346 (Prelim.), Conference Transcript at 53 (Mar. 30,
2017), excerpts included as Exhibit 2 (‘Foil ConL Tr.”).
36 Foil Conf Tr. at 56 (L. McCarter).

9

separate facilities.37 Additionally, separate production facilities does not necessarily lead to the
conclusion that the equipment is fundamentally different. Mr. Chevalier testified that, “{w}e
produce common alloy sheet at our fully integrated facility in Hammond, Indiana, where we are
one of the largest employers. We add further value to the common alloy sheet we manufacture at
our painting facilities in Fairland, Indiana, and Beech Bottom, West Virginia.”38

Aluminum

sheet produced in Hammond and painted elsewhere in Indiana is not necessarily any different
from aluminum sheet produced in Hammond and painted in West Virginia.39 The key is the
specific machinery at these facilities.
In the aluminum foil case many of these same domestic producers claimed the ability to
make ultra-thin gauge foil which has tight tolerances because of its use in food, medical and
other packaging applications. It strains credulity that these same producers would be unable to
meet the “uniform surface quality” of can stock yet be able to produce ultra-thin foil. The shift
between aluminum sheet and foil crosses a wider gap of product differences.

Further, one

industry expert sought to distinguish can stock from the other segments of aluminum sheets
because it requires specialized cold rolling.40 However, in the aluminum foil investigation, the
domestic industry insists on including ultra-thin gauge from thicker foil products as the same
domestic like product despite its different cold rolling requirements. The Commission should
consider the inconsistencies in the domestic industry’s propositions in two closely related
investigations.

Coni Tr. at 93 (L. McCarter).
Id. at 46 (PH. Chevalier).
See also id. at 44 (B. Landa) (‘The vast majority of the aluminum can sheet sold by Novelis is manufactured at a
completely different facility, our Logan aluminum rolling mill in Kentucky, ajoint venture we operate with Tn
Arrows Aluminum, Inc.”) (emphasis supplied).
40
jj at 22 (L. Stemple).
38

10

C. Interchangeability
As discussed above, aluminum can stock fits in the thickness range of the products under
investigation.

Furthermore, they are the products of fundamentally similar manufacturing

facilities and processes.

One domestic industry expert argued that can sEock is used in one

application, whereas the other sheet products serve “a wide range of industrial applications.”4’
Testimony at the staff conference suggests that the end use for a broad spectrum of in-scope
CAAS products is preordained when it leaves the producer’s facility.42 Mr. Chevalier testified
about a special slitting process for gutters.43 Should gutter stock be carved out as well because it
has an identifiable end-use? It has unique physical characteristics in that it is cut narrowly and
comes in a spools of a specific weight range.44 It is not interchangeable because it has a different
surface quality after it is painted.45 Mr. Chevalier’s testimony suggests that a narrow set of
fabricators purchase this product and that it is generally not purchased by distributors.46 The
production of gutter stock requires painting facilities that make the surface distinct from other inscope merchandise.47 Clearly, customers perceive these products differently as they are purpose
built for a specific application. The Department of Commerce has not announced a carve out for
gutter stock, or the various other distinct end-uses identified at the conference.48 Carving up the
like product on the basis of end-use would present the Commission and the Commission Staff
with an impossible task and result in an investigation that touches on certain segments of an

‘
42

Ri. at 22 (L. Stemple).

See, e.g., id. at 94 (L. McCarter) (referencing aerospace markets, gutter market and building products
Conf. Tr. at 47 (P.R. Chevalier) (‘For example, we supply customers with relatively small narrow coils consisting
of 250 to 400 pounds of common alloy sheet that had been painted for use in fabricating gutters and downspouts.”).
Id.
Id.
46 Id.
Id.
48
g. automotive stock, braising sheet, gutter stock
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industry, but fails to capture others. The Commission should avoid the temptation to treat can
stock in this manner and include it in the domestic industry definition.
D. Channels of Distribution
With respect to the channels of distribution, aluminum can stock is sold to specific endusers that do not differ structurally from sales to end users who are OEMs of other products, such
as boats or recreational vehicles.
E. Producer and Customer Perception
Can stock has an identifiable product name, much like “fin stock” in the aluminum foil
case, but has fewer distinguishing features from other in-scope CAAS and appears to mainly be
excluded because it tends to be thinner and it is sold to important domestic beer companies.49
Neither of these facts establishes a meaningful product or customer perception difference from
other in-scope CAAS. CAAS is used by many nationally known brands of boats and recreational
vehicles. That a few beer companies appear to have negotiated a scope carve out does not
establish that this product is made by an entirely different domestic industry.
F. Price
With respect to price, aluminum can stock also falls within the continuum of prices at
which other aluminum sheet products are sold.5°

The pricing patterns also resemble the

comparison of ultra-thin gauge and other aluminum foil products in the foil investigation, where
the domestic industry argues:
While thinner gauge Aluminum Foil used in {flexible packaging) generally tends
to fall on the high end of the pricing spectrum due to the costs associated with the
additional number of rolling passes required to reduce the Aluminum Foil to a
thin gauge, there is no evidence that the prices at which Aluminum Foil for use in

°

Scope Comments submitted to the Department of Commerce by the Beer Institute (included as Exhibit 3)
U.S. Producers’ QRoI[
] at 11-7, 11-13 ([

12

{these} applications (are) fundamentally different from the prices at which other
Aluminum Foil is sold.5’
Here, the domestic industry appears to be applying a different pricing test. Although aluminum
can stock fits squarely in the pricing range of other aluminum sheet products, the domestic
industry focuses on the insignificant differences. At the staff conference, no industry expert was
able to articulate a clear dividing line between the pricing pattern of aluminum can stock and that
of other aluminum sheet products. This confirms the overlapping of these products within the
continuum of prices and disproves the domestic industry’s argument that aluminum can stock
should be treated as a separate like product.
As Mr. Cannistra noted in his closing arguments there are three reasons why a petitioner,
or in this case the Department, would seek a scope exclusion: 1) business in that segment is
robust and its inclusion would weaken the industry’s injury argument; 2) the U.S. Producers
import the product and do not want to impose antidumping or countervailing duties on their own
operations; and/or 3) the product is truly distinct.52 While these motivations may overlap, the
only valid justification for such an exclusion is number 3 and it is the Commission’s duty to
determine if that is the case, in accordance with the statute?3

THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY IS NOT INJURED OR THREATENED WITH
INJURY BY REASON OF IMPORTS OF COMMON ALLOY STEEL SHEET
FROM CHINA

IV.

The Department has not adduced sufficient evidence to show that the domestic industry is
injured by reason of imports of the merchandise under consideration. The volume and pricing
data submitted by the Department contain numerous flaws that require the Commission to rely

The Aluminum Association Trade Enforcement Working Group’s Foil Post-Conference Brief at 9, Certain

Aluminum Foil from the People’s Republic of China, mv. Nos. 70l-TA-570 and 73l-TA-l346 (Apr. 4, 2017)
(Nonconfidential Version) (emphasis supplied) (internal citations omitted), included as Exhibit 4
Conf. Tr. at 162-63 (D. Cannistra)
19 U.S.C. § l677(4)(A), (10).

52
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on the data collected in the questionnaire responses.54 The official statistics relied on by the

Department suffer from three issues. First, the official import statistics are over inclusive.
Second, there appear to be aberrational data points in the official data which the Department
relied upon. Third, the domestic industry data may nor include can stock despite its potential
inclusion within the domestic industry definition and potential inclusion within the import data.
In light of these issues, the Commission should adhere to its usual practice rely on data collected
in the questionnaire responses.
The data colLected in the importer questionnaire responses (as of responses released by
December 26) accounts for roughly

[

J of the official statistics across the period.55 This level

of coverage is consistent with other investigations where the Commission has chosen to rely on
questionnaire data. It is all the more important here, where the domestic industry has confirmed
the Commission’s concern regarding the potential for over inclusion in the official statistics. Mr.
Hermann noted at the conference that, “We believe that some of the official import statistics
reflecting imports from China under the tariff classifications that we’ve identified include a very
small portion of nonsubject merchandise.”56 This minimizes the uncertainty inherent in customs
data and discounts the precision of the Commission’s questionnaire process. The questionnaire
responses reflect a detailed review’ of company records based on the specific product description
offered by the Commission, while the official statistics are inherently less focused.
This first issue leads directly to the second, flaws in the data. Where the Commission can
ask questionnaire respondents follow-up questions and generally ensure the integrity of that data
set, there is no such remedy for the official statistics.

A review’ of the data supporting the

See, cc.. Conf. Tr. at 2)3 (K. Mowry) (“A number of couniries have AUVs during one or more periods thai run
ihe thousands. This is either an extremely specialized produci or erroneous data.”).
Compiled data excludes Importer QRs of

mb

Conf. Tr. at 61 (J. Hermann).
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Department’s self-initiation shows inter alia, imports from Singapore ranging in average unit
value from $2,916 to $2.69 per kilogram, imports from Malta consistently topping $300 per
kilogram and world high of $3,240 for imports from Costa Rica.57 Based on the record available
at this stage it is difficult to know how these inconsistencies might have impacted the
calculations presented by the Department.
Finally, the official statistics do not include information related to imports of can stock.
The scope presented by the Department specifically excludes can stock and notes that it is
generally classified under HTS codes 7606.12.3045 and 76O6.12.3O55. The data collected by
the Department in its initiation document does not include these tariff headings.

The

questionnaires issued by the Commission collect this information from both U.S. producers59 and
U.S. Importers6° allowing the Commission to engage in a broader analysis of the industry. For
these reasons the Commission should utilize official questionnaire responses to analyze the
injury factors.
As is Demonstrated by the Lost Sales/Lost Revenue Responses, the Volume of
A.
Imports of Subject Merchandise is Not Displacing U.S. Production
The statute directs the Commission to determine whether the volume of subject imports,
and any increase in that volume during the P01, is significant, absolutely or relative to
production or consumption in the United States.61
Commission show that U.S. production has

[

The questionnaire data collected by the
j.62

The

I in imports from China has occurred in the context of generally increasing demand.63

60
61
62
63

Initiation Memo at Ex. 16 (Public Version).
Initiation Memo at Ex. IA, Attach. I (Public Version).
U.S. Producers’ Q’naire at 11-13.
U.s. Importers’ Q’naire at Il-5c, l1-6c.
19 U.S.C. § l677(7)(C)(i).
See chart i,
Initiation Mom. at 12 (Public Version).
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In this context, U.S. producers have focused their investments and energy in sectors they find
attractive.64 U.S. Producers lament their inability to make capital investments65 Yet they
jóâ

This trend is corroborated by

importer
j
The standard is not whether

“..

67

.China is a standout above any other import source.”68

The standard is whether imports from China, specifically, are displacing U.S. production. Based
on the Lost Sales/Lost Revenue Questionnaire Responses released by the Commission through
December 22, the evidence overwhelmingly demonstrates that the allegations were either
completely denied or grossly overstated. As illustrated in Exhibit 5, the vast majority of the lost
sales/lost revenue allegations are either disproven or unproven.
Several allegations were completely and irrefutably denied.

With respect to

[

] of

largest allegations of lost sales of

I was flatly denied by [
not purchase material from China at all.
and

I as the company stated it did

Similarly, allegations regarding purchases by

I were also proven false as those companies

[

denied making purchases of Chinese product.

For

[

I and

1’ companies where purchases from China were made, these companies denied

64

ConI. Tr. at 95 (B. Landa) (“So we invested in these automolive assets, and it’s a profitable market.”).
Id. at 43 (B. Landa) (“there is no business justification to continue making the investments necessary to
strengthen and even maintain those operations.”).
66
Email Amendment to U.S. Producers’ QR of [
] ITC Doc No.632406 (“1
65

—

]‘‘).
67
68

U.S. Importers’ QR of [
ConI. Tr. at 87 (B. Hudgens).

] at 30.
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the allegation and confirmed that

1• Finally, [

[

denied the allegation of lost revenue.
Several responses to the allegations are wholly unreliable and must be disregarded by the
Commission because
1.As
demonstrated in Exhibit 5, the responses of

I must be

[

disregarded as their reported purchases from China “instead of’ U.S. produced product

Finally, while certain of the responses may be relied upon by the domestic producers as
“proven”, they are in fact proven at a tiny fraction of the alleged amount of lost sales.
example, although

[

I alleged lost sales of F

I Similarly, [

For

I to its customer

] alleged a lost sale of

Based on the foregoing the Commission should find that the volume of imports from
China is not causing injury to the domestic industry.

B.

Pricing of Subject Imports Has Not Caused a U.S. Pricing Collapse

The statute provides that, in evaluating the price effects of the subject imports, the
Commission shall consider whether
(1) there has been significant price underselling by the imported merchandise as
compared with the price of domestic like products of the United States, and
(2) the effect of imports of such merchandise otherwise depresses prices to a
significant degree or prevents price increases, which otherwise would have
17
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occurred, to a significant degree.69
The Department submits that imports from China have undersold domestic production and
depressed prices on the basis of official import statistics.70 Data collected by the Department,
however, suggests that the price differentials are

] than those identified by the

[

Department and that the Department’s analysis discounts the role of non-subject imports.
The following chart presents a comparison between the data collected by the Commission
and the data presented by the Department.
Chart II AUV Comparison7i

2014

AUV Category (s/lb.)

2015

2016

I

[
Official Statistics
(Census)

—

China

1.17

1.15

0.99

[

I

[
[

Given the clear data issues with official statistics, and the fundamentally different picture that the
importer questionnaire data paints,

71
-

.

.

.

the Commission was right to question the domestic industry

regarding the role of non-subject imports.73 The domestic industry responded that,

69
70
‘
72

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(ii).
Initiation Memo ai 9 (Public Version).
compiled from Importer QRs and Initiation Memo at 9 (Proprietary Document), Ex. 16 (Public Version).
We note ihai domestic production

]. See Table!. This noi only provides evidence of a lack of any causal link between subject imports
and the condition of the domestic industry hut it also provides further reason not to rely on the official import
statistics where, as here, importer questionnaire coverage is both adequate in volume terms and isolated to the scope
of this case.
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Any shifts in market share cannot be attributed to import pricing, nor can they be
attributed directly to the pricing of imports from China. The Department states in the initiation
memo that U.S. consumption

[

I during the P01.76 During the POT imports from

China, Canada, Babrain and many others have also increased.77 U.S. shipments
j78

that domestic producers have been, of their own choice,

This trend comports with the idea

[

I. Their

claimed inability to expand to other products cannot be explained by low-priced Chinese imports
since the AUV of third-country imports is even lower, as discussed above.
B.
U.S. Pricing Is Subject to Exogenous Factors That Do Not Impact Import
Pricing
One factor that the Commission must consider with respect to pricing is the difference
between the price of raw materials in the United States and abroad. When U.S. producers source
aluminum ingot they must pay a MidWest premium which is “designed to compensate ingot
sellers for warehousing and transportation costs but has fluctuated wildly due to speculation by
professional investors.”79 Domestic producers readily admit that the Midwest Premium affects
the price of CAAS in this way. Mr. Stemple testified that the Midwest Premium “will fluctuate”
and accordingly “sales prices will fluctuate up or down depending upon that movement in
cost.”80 Mr. McCarter echoed these sentiments noting that there was a wide variation in the

76

Initiation Mem. at 9 (Proprietary Document).
Id. at Ex. 16 (Public Version).
See Chart I, iwa
‘ ConI. Tr. at 116 (K. Mowry).
°
at 71 (L. Stemple).
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impact of the Mid West premium.8’
materials

Domestic producers recognize that U.S. prices for raw
82

[

Exhibit 6 attached here shows just how wildly this pricing component has fluctuated over
time. The exhibit contains two graphs, one showing the Midwest Price compared to the LME
price and the second showing the differential graphed over the same time period.83 These graphs
clearly show that the Midwest Premium spiked in between the end of 2013 and the beginning of
2015, becoming especially acute during the end of 2014, timed almost exactly when subject
imports from China increased.84 The resulting divergence between the LME price and the
Midwest Price would have a disproportionate impact on U.S. producers. This Midwest Premium
is a sunk cost for domestic producers subject to the whim of commodity traders that domestic
producers have no control over in the current market environment.

The Chinese producers,

meanwhile, are not subject to this component of cost.85 At the start of the P01, the Midwest
premium was at a historic high of over 24 cents

-

a cost that was not bourn by the Chinese

producers and therefore not reflected in import pricing. The Commission must consider this
element of the market as it makes both its pricing and causation findings.
The U.S. Industry Has Limited Capacity to Supply Certain Segments of the
C.
U.S. Market
The U.S. industry lacks the ability to supply certain segments of the U.S. market due to
production and capacity constraints. First, domestic producers confirmed that the ability of wide

Id. at 71 (L. McCarter) (explaining that he can “remember a 2-cent premium,
than that.”).
82 U.S. Producers’ QR of
[
I at IV- 17; see also, U.S. Producers’ QR of [
at IV-17.
See Exhibit 2
I Conf. Tr. at 62-63 (M. Comly).
85 jj at 70 (L. Stemple).
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and its gone significantly higher

width material is extremely limited, with only Constellium producing “wide roof coil.”86 Not
only are there few domestic companies producing wide-width product, but there is also a limited
inventory for manufacturers to draw from if their Chinese supply source is eliminated.
Specifically, the domestic industry confirmed that it no longer maintains inventories of CAAS in
order to meet customer’s needs for the product on short notice.

For boatbuilders and RV

manufacturers seeking to maintain a steady supply of raw materials secure from disruption, such
a statement is alarming to say the least and is reason enough for any prudent American
manufacture to diversify supply to China or other sources.
Taken together these conditions of competition make ciear that the domestic industry
suffers from certain structural disadvantages that foreign producers do not encounter and have
made business decisions that have directly impacted their competitiveness in this market. These
factors negatively impact U.S. competitiveness, but have nothing to do with import pricing from
China. While producers operating on equal footing should be able to capture a representative
share of a growing market, the U.S. industry has been hampered not by unfair imports from
China, but rather by a structural disadvantage of operating under the MidWest Premium versus
globaL raw material costs combined with decisions to focus capital investment in other sectors of
the aluminum market.
VI.

IMPACT THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY HAS NOT SHOWN INJURY BY
REASON OF SUBJECT IMPORTS
-

A.
The Inclusion of Can Stock Producers in the Domestic Industry Data Will
Show the Actual Level of Import Penetration
The Commission must take into account that fact that the Department’s initiation letter
included limited volume information that does not accurately reflect the full domestic industry
and therefore overstates the level of import penetration. First, the submission by the Department
86

aL

69 (L. Stemple).
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of information compiled by counsel for the domestic industry appears to be based on the
assumption that can stock would be excluded from the scope and the domestic product
definition.87 Second, the data covers

[

believe account for more than

1 percent of the industry.88 This second element is also

F

1 producers that counsel for the domestic industry

impacted by the failure to account for can stock as an element of the domestic industry. The
Commission has before it enough data to make a finding on import penetration based on the full
domestic industry definition and data submitted in questionnaire responses regarding import
data. The resulting analysis will show a much less dire picture than what counsel to the domestic
industry have presented to the Department.
B.
The Presence of Non-Subject Imports and High Level of Substitution Break
the Causal Link to Imports from China
The Commission’s obligation to conduct a “but-for” analysis that specifically evokes
non-subject imports through the Gerald Metals, Bratsk, Mittal line of cases is triggered in
markets “involving commodity products in which non-{ less than fair value) imported goods are
present in the market.”89 Commodity products are “merchandise that is ‘interchangeable
regardless of its source.”90

Common alloy aluminum sheet is produced under “strict

specifications” that “create a market in which the product is interchangeable regardless of
source.”91

Initiation Memo at Exhibit IA Attachment 9, In I (Public Version).
Id. at 8 (Proprietary Document).
89 Mittal Steel Point Lisas Ltd. v. United States,
542 F.3d 867, 876 (2008) (“MittaF’).
°°Chanezhou Trina Solar Energy Co. v. United States ITC, 100 F. Supp. 3d 1314, 1332 (2015) (“Chanezhou
Thna”) (citation omitted).
See Initiation Memo at 7 (Public Version); see also Conf. Tr. at 159 (J. Herrmann) (“like other flat-rolled metal
products, common alloy sheet is generally interchangeable, whether produced in China or the United States.”); j4. at
160 (P. Rosenthal).
87

—
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Contrary to Mr. Rosenthal’s contention at the conference, Bratsk has not been overturned
by Mittal and remains good law.92 The Commission is “required to give full consideration to the
causation issue and to provide a meaningful explanation of its conclusions.”93 This includes a
responsibility to “consider potential alternative causes of harm in its

.

.

.

analysis.”94 The Mittal

case did not materially alter the “but-for” standard, but merely clarified that “(t}he focus of the
‘but-for’ analysis is on the cause of injury in the past, not the prospect of effectiveness in the
future.”95
The Court of International Trade recognized that the Federal Circuit in Mittal was
concerned that “when reviewing the conditions of a domestic industry for a commodity product,
an overwhelming presence of price competitive and interchangeable non-subject imports in the
market

during

the

period

of

investigation

might

escape

the

ITC’s

proper

consideration.”96 Although the ITC is not required to consider whether subject imports would be
replaced by non-subject imports following the imposition of an antidumping order, nonetheless,
as part of its “but-for” analysis:
if there is non-subject merchandise present in the market that competes with
subject imports, or record evidence that might supply some other reason for the
cause of injury to the domestic industry, the ITC must take it into account.97
Counsel for the domestic industry have affirmatively stated that this market behaves in this
manner. During testimony Mr. Rosenthal stated that end users
can get that product from Korea and Greece as well as China. Not only does that
indicate that the product is pretty I think interchangeable, but it shows that they
are not going to be without an ability to get materials, because they can go to

92

See Conf. Tr. at 159 (P. Rosenthal).
Mittal, 542 F.3d at 878.
LG Electronics. Inc. v. U.S. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 26 F. Supp. 3d 1338, 1351 (2014). (citing Mittal, 542 F.3d at
878).
Mittal, 542 F.3d at 876.
96
ChanEzhou Trina, 100 F. Supp. 3d at 1322.
‘
Ii at 1333-34 (citing Mittal, 542 F.3d at 878).
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Korea or they can go to Greece, they can go to the other U.S. producer, and by the
way, they can also go to China.98
Market participants clearly perceive CAAS as a fully interchangeable product and the
Commission is therefore bound to examine the role that non-subject imports play in this market
in line with the legal standard announced in the Gerald Metals, Bratsk and Mittal.

VII.

SUBJECT IMPORTS DO NOT THREATEN THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
In the preliminary phase of an investigation, the statute directs the Commission to

determine whether there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of the subject imports by analyzing whether “further
dumped or subsidized imports are imminent and whether material injury by reason of subject
imports would occur unless an order is issued or a suspension agreement is accepted.”99
statute

...

“The

requires a causal link between a threat of material injury finding and subject

imports.”°° In this case, there is no basis for an affirmative preliminary threat finding.
A.

Domestic Industry is at Capacity

Statements made at the hearing suggest that the industry is at or nearly at capacity
already. This makes the threat of injury from residual inventory of merchandise that is allegedly
traded at unfair levels minimal. There is also evidence from the lost sale and lost revenue
responses the indicated purchasers are turning to imports in an effort to diversify supply.

98

Conf. Tr. at 160 (P. Rosenthal).
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F); see also Prestressed Concrete Steel Wire Strand from China, mv. Nos. 701-TA-464 and
731-TA-I 160, U5ITC Pub. 4086 at 12 (July 2009) (Prelim.).
‘ Celanese Chems. Ltd. v. United States, 31 CIT 279, 313 (Ct. Int’l Trade 2007).
°
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•

Lost Sales and Lost Revenue Questionnaire Response of
j.I0l

•

Lost Sales and Lost Revenue Questionnaire Response of
1.102

•

Lost Sales and Lost Revenue Questionnaire Response of

j103

•

U.S. ]mporters’ Questionnaire Response of
104

These responses weigh against a finding of threat from future imports.
The Recently Passed Tax Bill Will Provide Significant Advantages to U.S.
B.
Industry
The recently signed tax bill has broad implications for the American economy which are
only beginning to be fully understood. What is known, is that there are specific provisions that
will significantly aid domestic producers. Chief among these is a revised corporate tax rate.
Also included, and perhaps more significant for these proceedings, are expensing provisions that
may apply to capital investment. Mr. McCarter testified that he has “investment plans on the
table right now waiting for an affirmative action out of this group, and we are going to do our
darnedest to put this country in a good position as we go forward.”°5

The tax bill should

significantly aid him in this pursuit even without the imposition of trade remedies.

The

Commission must also consider the impact of the tax law on the demand side of the equation.
DI
101
103
‘
105

Lost Sale and Lost Revenue QR of[
Lost Sale and Lost Revenue QR of [
Lost Sale and Lost Revenue QR of [
U.S. Importers’ QR of [
Con!’. Tr. at 91 (L, McCarter).

] at 4c
] at 4e,
] at 2.
I at 111-14.
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The reduction of the tax rate does not only benefit these producers directly, but improves the
condition of their customers as well.
VIII.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, NMMA, RVIA and C.E. Smith Company, Inc. submit that the

Commission should reach a negative determination and terminate this investigation because
there is no reasonable indication of injury of threat thereof to the domestic industry by reason of
subject imports.
Respectfully submitted,

1
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James C. Beaty
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The Honorable Wilbur L. Ross, Jr.
Secretary of Commerce
Attention: Enforcement and Compliance
APO/Dockets Unit, Room 18022
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, NW.
Washington, DC 20230
Re:

Common Alloy Aluminum Sheet from the People's Republic of China:
Comments on Scope

Dear Secretary Ross:
On behalf of The Beer Institute, we hereby provide comments concerning the scope of
the Department's antidumping and countervailing duty investigations into Common Alloy
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Aluminum Sheet from the People's Republic of China. 1 This submission is timely filed pursuant
to the Department's initiation notice. 2
The Beer Institute, based in Washington, D.C., is a national trade association for the
American brewing industry, representing both large and small brewers, as well as importers and
industry suppliers. The organization, founded in 1862 as the U.S. Brewers Association and
reorganized as the Beer Institute in 1986, represents the beer industry before Congress, state
legislatures, and public forums across the United States. The Beer Institute is committed to
developing sound public policy, focusing on community involvement and personal
responsibility.
In its notice of initiation, the Department stated that it would exclude "aluminum can
stock, which is suitable for use in the manufacture of aluminum beverage cans, lids of such cans,
or tabs used to open such cans" from the scope of the investigation. 3 The Beer Institute strongly
supports the Department's action. The notice of initiation describes the scope of the exclusion as
follows:
Aluminum can stock is produced to gauges that range from 0.200 mm to 0.292 mm, and
has an H-19, H-41, H-48, or H-391 temper. In addition, aluminum can stock has a
lubricant applied to the flat surfaces of the can stock to facilitate its movement through
machines used in the manufacture of beverage cans. Aluminum can stock is properly
classified under Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTSUS) subheadings
7606.12.3045 and 7606.12.3055.
1

Any factual information in this submission is submitted under 19 C.F.R. § 351.102(21 )(ii).

2

See "Common Alloy Aluminum Sheet From the People's
ofChina:lnitiation of Less-Than-Fair-Value ..
and Countervailing Duty Investigations," 82 Fed. Reg. 57214 (Dep't Commerce Dec. 4, 2017).
3

Id. at 57219.
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The Beer Institute agrees with the Department that aluminum can stock is properly
classified under HTSUS subheadings 7606.12.3045 and 7606.12.3055. However, aluminum can
stock may also be properly classified under HTSUS subheading 7606.12.3090. That HTSUS
subheading, "Aluminum plates, sheets and strip, of a thickness exceeding 0.2 mm, with a
thickness of 6.3 mm or less, Other," is often used to import aluminum can stock. In particular,
the "Other" subheading, 7606.12.3090, is often used to import tab stock that is used in the
production of beverage cans. Although aluminum tab sheet and end sheet have the same
chemical composition and physical characteristics, can manufacturers purchase and rely on
aluminum tab sheet of a particular width and thickness that is imported under HTSUS
7606.12.3090. To meet the Department's goal of excluding can stock including that which is
suitable for use in the manufacture of tabs used to open such cans, this additional HTSUS
subheading should necessarily be excluded from the scope of this investigation.
The Beer Institute therefore respectfully requests that the Department clarify, before the
investigation progresses further, that aluminum can stock can be, and is, imported under HTSUS
subheading 7606.12.3090, in addition to subheadings 7606.12.3045 and 7606.12.3055. This
clarification would be consistent with the Department's interest in excluding aluminum can stock
from the scope of this investigation and will mitigate the risk of confusion among importers,
Customs and Border Protection agents, and the public more broadly in the event the Department
ultimately imposes antidumping or countervailing duty orders. As the Department has
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recognized, resolving product coverage issues such as these "early in a proceeding reduces costs
for all parties by diminishing the necessity for later changed circumstances reviews or scope
inquiries. " 4
This submission is being served in accordance with the attached certificate of service.
Please contact us if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

.

~~--s;.;.:::---David J. Ross
David M. Horn

Counsel to The Beer Institute

4

"Antidumping Duties; Countervailing Duties," Final rule, 62 Fed. Reg. 27296, 27323 (Dep't Commerce May 19,
1997).
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COMPANY CERTiFICATION

I, Mary Jane Saunders, Vice ·President and General Counsel, currently employed by
The Beer Institute, certify that I prepared or otherwise supervised the preparation of the
attached submission of Comments on Scope, ftled on December 18, 2017, pursuant to the
antidumping and countervailing duty investigations of Common Alloy Aluminum Sheet from
People's Republic Of China {Case Nos. A-570-073 and C-570-074). I certify that the public
information and any business proprietary information of The Beerlnstitute contained in this
submission is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. I am aware that the
information contained in this submission may be subject to verification or corroboration (as
appropriate) by the U.S. Department of Commerce. I am also aware that U.S. law (including, but
not limited to, 18 U.S.C. 1001) imposes criminal sanctions on individuals who knowingly and
willfully make material false statements to the U.S. Government. In addition, I am aware that,
even if this submission may be withdrawn from the record of the AD/CVD proceeding, the U.S.
Department of Commerce may preserve this submission, including a business proprietary
submission, for purposes of determining the accuracy of this certification. I certify that a copy of
this signed certification will be filed with this submission to the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Date:

/
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REPRESENTATIVE CERTIFICATION

I, David M. Horn, with Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP, counsel to The
Beer Institute, certify that I have read the attached submission of Comments on Scope, filed on
December 18, 2017, pursuant to the antidumping and countervailing duty investigations of
Common Alloy Aluminum Sheet from the People's Republic of China (Case Nos. A-570073 and C-570-074). In my capacity as counsel and preparer of this submission, I certify that
the information contained in this submission is accurate and complete to the best of my
knowledge. I am aware that U.S. law (including, but not limited to, 18 U.S.C. 1001) imposes
criminal sanctions on individuals who knowingly and willfully make material false statements to
the U.S. Government. In addition, I am aware that, even if this submission may be withdrawn
from the record of the AD/CVD proceeding, the U.S. Department of Commerce may preserve
this submission, including a business proprietary submission, for purposes of determining the
accuracy of this certification. I certify that a copy of this signed certification will be filed with
this submission to the U.S. Department of Commerce.

~~-

Sig11atur · · ~~
Date:
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PUBLIC CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
A-570-073
Common Alloy Aluminum Sheet from the People's Republic of China
Investigation

I, David M. Hom of Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP, hereby certify that a
copy of this submission was served via first class mail this
John M. Herrmann, Esq.
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP
3050 K Street, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20007-5108
Jeffrey S. Grimson, Esq.
Mowry & Grimson PLLC
5335 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 810
Washington, DC 20005
Matthew T. McGrath, Esq.
Barnes, Richardson & Colburn, LLP
1200 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
Suite 725-B
Washington, DC 20036
Gregory S. Menegaz, Esq.
deKieffer & Horgan, PLLC
1090 Vermont A venue, NW
Suite 410
Washington, DC 20005
Bruce M. Mitchell, Esq.
Grunfeld, Desiderio, Lebowitz,
Silverman & Klestadt LLP
1201 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 650
Washington, DC 20005

18th

day of December 2017:

Daniel Cannistra, Esq.
Crowell & Moring LLP
1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004-2595
William E. Perry, Esq.
Harris Bricken McVay, LLP
600 Stewart Street
Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98101
Tom M. Schaumberg, Esq.
Adduci Mastriani & Schaumberg LLP
113 3 Connecticut A venue, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Matthew J. McConkey, Esq.
Mayer Brown LLP
1999 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006-1101
Brady W. Mills, Esq.
Morris, Manning & Martin, LLP
1401 I Street, NW
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005

David M. Horn
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PUBLIC CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
C-570-074
Common Alloy Aluminum Sheet from the People's Republic of China
Investigation

I, David M. Horn of Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP, hereby certify that a
copy of this submission was served via first class mail this 181h day of December 2017:
Liu Fang
First Secretary
Embassy of the People's Republic of China
Economic and Commercial Office
2133 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20007
John M. Herrmann, Esq.
Kelley Drye & Warren LLP
3050 K Street, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20007-5108
Jeffrey S. Grimson, Esq.
Mowry & Grimson PLLC
5335 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 810
Washington, DC 20005

Daniel Cannistra, Esq.
Crowell Moring LLP
1001 Pennsylvania A venue, NW
Washington, DC 20004-2595
Gregory S. Menegaz, Esq.
deKieffer & Horgan PLLC
1090 Vermont A venue, NW
Suite 410
Washington, DC 20005
Tom M. Schaumberg, Esq ..
Adduci Mastriani & Schaumberg LLP
113 3 Connecticut A venue, NW
Washington, DC 20036

Matthew T. McGrath, Esq.
Barnes, Richardson & Colburn, LLP
1200 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
Suite 725-B
Washington, DC 20036
David M. Horn
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